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Weiss- (Claw-awe 
This invention relatesv to, Venetian blind slat 

tilting, mechanism, a'ndmore particularly to ‘the 
mechanism to which the ladder vtape.,is'attached 

desired positioned of adjustment 
’ lOn'e'of the prime objects, ottheinvention is to 
design av tilt shaft mechanismI provided with 

and whichisoperable to tilt the ‘blind 'slatstoahy 

means for compounding or multiplying the throw 
of ‘the shaft so thatitis amply su?icientfor all 
necessary and desired slat adjustment.‘ 
Another object is ‘to? provide a simple, practical 

and inexpensive?means, for holding .the ladder 
tapes'in spaced relation ,and'eliminating sharp 
edges and frictional‘ wear and engagement with 
the edges or the head box' as thetiltirgecnanism 
is actuated. " ‘ ' Y; " 

A further object is to provide a Venetian blind 
slat tilting mechanism that can be mass produced, 
which requiresnoscrews or?toolsto install, and 
which can be easily and quickly assembled. 

Still a further object is to design a islatitilting‘ 
mechanism that can be used with both removable 
and non-remoyable slats; that permits complete 
tilting in a very small, compact head box, and 
provides unobstructed cord space, insuring ‘longer 
,corcl life and free lowering and/‘or raising of.'tlhe 
‘$13,138. ' ‘ ’ ‘ ‘ ' " 

v,With the above and'other objects inviewnthe 
present invention consists in the combination 
and arrangement of parts, hereinafter more fully 
described, illustrated in the accompanying draw~ 
ing, and more particularly pointed out in the 
appended claims, it being understood that 
changes may be made in the form, size, pro 
portion, and minor details of construction, with 
out departing from the spirit, or sacri?cing any 
of the advantages of the invention. 
In the drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a vertical, sectional view through the 

head box of a Venetian blind showing the tilt 
shaft mechanism and saddle arms in normal 
horizontal position. 

Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. 1 showing the 
mechanism in tilted position. 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged, perspective view of the 
tilt mechanism. 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary, vertical, part-sectional 
front view of the blind. 
In the drawing, the numeral !2 indicates the 

head box of a Venetian blind which can be formed 
of wood, metal, or any other desired ‘material, and 
in the present instance I have shown it formed 
of metal, U-shaped in cross section. A tilt shaft 
T is journaled in the head box 42 in any desired 
manner, and is ?atted as at I3, and for a purpose 
to be presently described. 
The blind includes a plurality of slats l4, suit 

ably supported in tape ladders generally indicated 
at 15, each of the tape ladders comprising a pair 
of vertically extending tapes I6 and I1 respec 
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tirely and. between, whichcxtend, a ‘plurality of 
J 8 then. which the slats 14] test 

' i Trans‘ rsely spaced openings ‘19 vare provided 
‘ wall in?of'the‘headibox J2,’ and the 

ends of the tapes i6‘ and "i1 lead‘therethrough'and 
are secured to a Ueshapedubarj bracket Bi?v'vhich 
ismoiinted on the tilt shaft T. ‘ ’ 

The‘ bar bracket i2'li'rc'or7nprise's a horizontally 
disposed bar section 22 termivnaiti ' 
,wardly extending legs 23, the’en‘d 
bent 
be presently describedl 

f vwhiifhtfare 
purpose to horizontally‘ as; at‘: 24’,f landijjfor‘a 

' MAnV elongated slot 25 is formed in the bracket 
2| as shown, and into ‘which‘the ends‘of/the-‘ta'pps 
‘I6 and I‘! ‘are inserted, and'alocking' meniper'zs 
_,i_s_'i'nse,rtable' intosaid slot réleasably securing 
said tape in position, as shown‘and described‘in 
my, companion, application for f‘Tape‘ securing 
meens’isérial.N?mbérj?itlll r1188; ‘of. ereadate 
pv'elfhe tilt shaft is formed with longitudinal 

?atted' sections l3,‘said"shaft_vexterfd " 
suitablyshaped openings >28>jpr e’ _ 

. .. members we ‘ 
mediate their length; " I ‘ " " 

‘ jThe opposed saddle ‘members, f29‘are, 
,. , .,1.n°11,I.1ied on the tilt shaft ‘1'' for cornfpopn’dingthethrow‘pf 

theshaft, each saddle comprising a ‘horizontally 
disposed» . sectidn 30 having laterally , extending 

30 b'ent ‘legs 3 |' formed‘ integral therewith,‘ the length 
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of the legs determining the throw, the lower edge 
of each leg being formed with a straight section 
32 that rests on the turned ?at sections 24 of the 
bracket 2|, so that rotation of the tilt shaft will 
raise the saddle on the one side of the shaft, 
while the saddle on the opposite side drops accord 
ingly, and this raising of the saddle draws the 
tape taut and provides sui?cient throw for all 
necessary slat adjustment; reverse rotation tilts 
the slats in the opposite direction and in exactly 
the same manner. 

It will be noted that the saddle legs are down 
wardly curved, and when the tilt shaft is rotated 
the travel of the section 30 maintains the tape 
substantially in true vertical alignment, and the 
throw is limited only by the dimensions of the 
head box. I 

Conventional lift cords 33 are provided for 
raising and lowering the blind, these cords lead 
ing through openings 34 provided in the head box, 
and a U-shaped roller bracket S is provided 
beneath each bracket assembly, said roller bracket 
being formed with side Walls 35, the upper edge 
of which is inwardly curved as at 36 to provide a 
smooth surface over which the tape rides. Up 
wardly turned cars 31 are struck from the body 
of the roller bracket S and a roller 38 is jour 
naled in said bracket, and the lift cord 33 is 
trained thereover. 
Longitudinally disposed clips 39 are punched 
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in the bottom wall of the head box, these clips 
overlying the edges of the roller bracket when 
assembled, and are then clinched to anchor the 
bracket in proper position. 
When the tilt shaft is actuated, the tape slides 

over the side wall 35 of the roller bracket S, 
continued rotation swinging one of the saddles 
upwardly and into engagement with the tape so 
that the tape moves through the arc of travel 
described by the section 30 of the saddle bar, 
also maintaining substantially the same tape 
spacing even though the movement is rotary. 
The means for rotating the tilt shaft is not 

herein described as it forms the subject matter of 
a separate application to be ?led. 
From the foregoing description, it will be obvi 

ous that I have perfected a very simple, practical, 
efficient, and economical tilt shaft mechanism by 
means of which the blind slats can be fully tilted; 
which maintains the ladder tape in true, vertical 
alignment; which will not become loose; and 
which requires no tapping or screws for mounting 

and installation. 
What I claim is: 
1. In a Venetian blind structure, a tilt shaft, 

a bracket mounted thereon and to which the end 
of the ladder tape is connected, opposed saddle 
members mounted on said shaft and angularly 
displaceable relative to each other and to the 
tilt shaft, and means on said bracket for swing 
ing one of said saddle members as the tilt shaft 

is actuated. . 
2. The combination as de?ned in claim 1 in 

which the bracket means comprises horizontally 
disposed extensions on the ends of the bracket 
for swinging one of the saddle members when 
the shaft is rotated. 

3. The combination set forth in claim 1 in 
which the blind structure includes a head box, 
and a pulley bracket mounted in said housing 
and provided with smooth, curved side walls for 
guiding the ends of the ladder tape. 

4. A structure as de?ned in claim 1 in which 
the saddle members comprise a horizontally dis 
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posed section formed with laterally projecting, 
downwardly curved legs. 

5. A Venetian blind comprising in combination, 
a head box, a rotatable tilt shaft, a tape secur 
ing bar bracket mounted thereon and to which 
the ends of the tape are secured, horizontally 
disposed extensions formed on said bracket be 
low said shaft and in alignment therewith, op 
posed saddle members mounted on said shaft and 
angular-1y displaceable relative to each other and 
to the tilt shaft as the shaft is actuated, and 
means mounted in the head box below said tilt 
shaft for guiding said tape. 

6. The combination de?ned in claim 5 in which 
the tape guiding means comprises a pulley 
bracket having vertical side walls with curved 
ends and a pulley journaled on said bracket. 

7. The combination as de?ned in claim 5 in 
which the bracket extensions are located a pre 
determined distance below the tilt shaft, and 
the saddle members comprise a horizontally dis 
posed section formed with laterally extending an 
gularly shaped legs, the lower edges of the free 
ends of each leg being formed with a straight 
section that bear on said extensions when the 
tilt shaft is tilted in a predetermined direction. 

8. The combination as de?ned in claim 5 in 
which the bar bracket is U-shaped and formed 
with an elongated opening in the connecting bar, 
and serrations in the side edges de?ning said 
opening. 
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